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Page Four
A 500-year-old lawsuit has just SHORTER NOVELS
BECAUSE OF RADIO,
been settled in Switzerland. TheY
SAYS BRITISHER
must have good lawye1·s oYer there,
too.
Radio, now in its infancy, "w!ll
profoundly affect wl'iting of novels in
the next few years," declared Cosmo
A BROWN BILT SHOE
Hamilton, British novelist, in an addl'ess before the Jacltson Heights
Press Club.
Novel1sts, according to the speaJcer,
will be obliged to boil their outputs
down from the 100,000 wards of todaY to 5,000, so they can be read
over the radip. In five years, 11e said,
reading would be superseded to a
large extent, the public listening· to
its stories over the radio and seeing
the plays in the moving pictu1·e theaters
.

The Newest in
Ladies' and Girls'
Shoes First
AAA to E, 1 to 9
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NEW MEXICO LOBO

CAIN~S

~~-

RADIO TO TEACH
TEACHERS PLANNED
Radio, proved a success in teachlug pupils assembled in 10 different
Oakland public schools, is n{)w to be
used to teach the teachers. These
mentors will attend "radio school"
for postgraduate work, which will In
turn assist the cl1ildren instructed
personally by teacners in classrooms.
so announces Dr. Virgil Dickson,
head of the Oakland Public School
Research Department,

UNIVERSITY FOR
HEBREWS OPENED
IN PALESTINE
Ideal Location in Holy Land Ia
Site of Institution Opened on
April First. Many Visitors At·
tend Opening.

·-·-··-·--··-··-··-··-·-·_.-.

LiBERTY CAFE
THE HOME OF

GOOD EATS

TH£
UNIV~

LAUND.RY
Sati&faction

--·----·,--··-..- ..

__

rEVERITT'S INC
Dependable
Jewelers

WEJTGE. NANT'S

Merchant Breaks
Promise

Drugs Cigars
Cand "es
Hot and Cold Drinks
Lunch

College Boys'
Oxfords

ST~JL--!1@. CO.

IVES
GREENHOUSES
CUT FLOWERS, CORSAGE
BOUQUETS, PLANTS OF
ALL KINDS
Greenhouses Display

PARIS
SHOE STORE

+·---·------

NEW MEXICO CIGAR CO.

. Uptown:

Flower Shoppe
Phone 732

The Bee Barber Shop

~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;·-;-;;;-;-;;;;;-;-;~j:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I"The
t
HIGHEST QUALITY OF
LAUNDRY WORK

Men's Suits Cleaned
and Pressed
One Dolla•
THE IMPERIAL
LAUNDRY CO.

SANITARY
BARBERS

W. E. MITCHELL

Phones 147 and 148

Proprietor
305 W. Central

I

scribed, the new project Is along
"We worshipped Inephistopheles,
similar lines. The institute of J'ewCursed saints both den! and alive,
ish tearning wm grow by tb<' rorma·
Until one went to Sunday School,
tlon of other departments of Jewish
And -then there were but five.
learning. Other branches .of humanistlc learning will be added or !ormed into separate institutes as the posi"We cursed on undlmlnshed
sibilities arise. On the scientific
from my sure, unfailing store,
side the next step wlll llc research
But one gave to it. cripple,
institutes in phsychology, physics,
And then there were bnt four.
mathematics.
"As soon as conditions In Pales!"Invectives sacreligious
! We hurled continually
tine and the general position allow,
Till one fell in the sacred fount,
the other side of the university will
I
And then there were but three.
be deYeloped, viz: the teaching and
the training of those who are to take
"And so It came on WednesdaY'part in the intellectual aml spiritual
Our worship had begunrevival which shall emanate irorn
They excommunicated me,
Palestine."
And then there was but one.

I
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ALBUQUERQUE GAS and ELECTRIC CO.
"At Your Service''

COMPLETE OUTFITTERS FOR
UNIVERSITY MEN AND WOMEN

New Mexico's largest department store, we invite
A.SUniversity
men and women to use freely the many
facilities we have pr9vided for their comfortable and
economical shopping.

ROSENWALD'S

Shoe Repairina'

400 West Central

VA.BI!llTY SHOP, Agent
Phone 1_87

Gallup Soft Coal
Lime, Coke
PHONE 91
Kindling

Stove Wood

With the 25 Year Point

Boota, Shoea and

Phone .211

WANSER DRUG
COMPANY

HAHN COAL COMPANY

Mill Wood

Parker Duofolds

THE BRIGGS
PHARMACY

Allen's Shoe Shop
803 W. Central

Cerrillos Hard and
Soft Coal

All 1924 ModeiJ
Oars Delivered

o·. and M. Dri"verless Car "o,
U

~~~~1~5~N~.~T~Il.l~•·d~~~;P~h~o~n~e~S~OD~
AUTOMOBILE AND
FLIVVER SUPPLIES

Roland Sauer & Co.

I

"And now my eyes are dimming,
But now I curs& the seven
Who did me wrong so cruelly;
May they all go to Heaven!"
-D.W.

ARNO HUNING ELECTRICAL CO.
Electrical Supplies

for
ALL
OCCASIONS
Hanna & Hanna

RADIO RECEIVING SETS- FEDERAL AND R. C. A.

114 W. Central

Cor. Second and Central
Sunshine Bldg.

High Class
Toilet Articles
MECHANICALLY
COOLED FOUNTAIN

'i
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VOLUME XXVII

MILNER STUDIO

"THE LAST MAN
ON EARTH"

.A
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MEXICO LOBO

PUBLISHED BY THE STUDENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

We Cater to
University Students
RIGHT PRICES
105 W. Central
Phone 358

216 W. Central

EXCELSIOR

According to Dt•, Diclrso~, it has
been customary for aupervlsora and
directors to meet. teacher~ after
school hours and gtve them. mstructions in methods of teaching subjects in the curriculum. Such meetings were usually held in an audi•-u-•-••-•----=-u-•-••-·-~--..
l\Iost of these protographs which torium centrally ·located. Naturally
Lord Arthur James Balfour, Engare being sent across the country by much time has been· lost in transpor- llsh stateman, wlw at tho age of 77
telephone look as If they had the tation, and teachers' days .were made made the,pilgrimage from London to
wrong nnmller.
longer.
Jerusalem delivered the principal ad.
dresa at the dedication exercises.
1
The new lessons to be radiocast
by KGO wm be listened to by teach- . U11iversity Site: A panoramic poers In their homes and. In rest rooms sition on Mount~Scopus has been seof the various schools. Experts of cured for the university; to the west
the public schools het·e assign the lies the City of Jerusalem, to til"
Established 1883
following advantages of this new sys- east the Dead Sea is visillle and the
Opposite Firat Nat'l Bank
tern of teacher. training over old valley ·of the Jordan; on the further ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
methods: saving of time taken by side the mountains of Moab. Profestransportation; meeting time reduc- sor Patrick Geddes, the well known
ed to about 25 n1inutes; benefit to Edinbm:gh architect, worked out the
outlying district. not employing in- designs for the university. Professtructors; necessity tor brevity, ex- sor Geddes drew up his designs on
DRUG STORE
actness and logical development of the unit plan eo that each building,
1424 E. Central
material by the microphone instruc- as it Is e1·ected will be complete In
tor and consequent improved class· itself, and at no time lletore the comPhone 1691-W
room instruction; op,Portunlties for pletion of the scheme will there be
parents to contact with the work and any disharmony.
offer constructive criticism.
1
Function:· Although recogmzmg
OFFERS PUBLIC APOLOGY
the importance of the university ae
a place where stude11ts a1·e examined
The manager of Townsend's Store,
THE DEVIL WORSHIPPER
and given degrees, 'IS a place when..
formerly Heights Confectionery, offers
public apology for not changing his
students are trained tor a caretsi', tl;.e
ad last week, after promising to do so. It was a troubled freshman
founders of the university place highBy the wayest the advancement of science by on"IF WE KAVEN'T IT
At this great U. N. M.,
NEW ARRIVALS OF
trammelled ·research. "It Is these
TRY A B~id~?1,1,8E-&JJ~E OVER Who, dying on the campus walk,
few in every conn try to whom we
OUR SODA FOUNTAIN
This story told to them:
can ){)ok for the advancement ot
One and One·Half Blocks from Cnmpus
-Adv.
knowledge. lt Is In these !ew; that
"I am a devil worshipper,"
In All Shades, Coming fn Dallr
the Intellectual momentum of the
The freshman said to them,
ALSO A 001\IPLETB
world is concentrated."
LINE OF HOSIERY
"The very first and also last
New Mexico's
At this, the U. N. M.
It is proposed to begin· the Hellrew
Leading Shoe Store
113 W. GelA A.ve.
Plloue 7118
University as a research university,
PHONOGRAPHS A.ND RECORDS
"It is a sad, sad story
educational training will be offered
OFFICE A.ND FILING EQV'IP!IIENT
And one with just a blt
later when more resources, both of
Of what is droll, bizarre and naive men and women are available. There 1 Opp. Y. Ill. 0. A. Phone 119-J
SECTIONAL BOOKOA.SBI
To lend a charm to it.
wll! be three departments-a medical
department, a chemical department
and an Institute of Jewish studies
"Full eight we had of brothers
which will do research work In the
Blaspheming
up
to
heaven,
AGENOY FOR
history of the Hebrew language and
But one became ineligible
103 S. Second Street
WHITMAN'S CANDIES
religious thought.
And then there were seven.
Phone 788
Workmanship the Betl
113 W. Central
Library:
A library containing
Will. M. T\VIGGS, Prop,
about 250,000 books Is already lu
seven kept right manfully,
I;
All yearning to the Styx,
--------·--------~-----~
operation.
~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
But one boy got a stomach ache,
"Beginning as It will with the 3 C
And then there were but six.
research Institutes that have been dE<·
RENT A CAR

r-:-R~~-·~1 P~.!i !.!.~ E

BOO~'"'

SOFI' WATER·

•
ManY noted scholars and !liplomats
See
gathered at Jerusalem fo1• the openVanity Shop, Agent
ing of the Jerusalem Unive1·sity, April
Phone 177
first. American Jews W:h(} have been ~~~~~~~~§§§~~~
the chief financial supporters of the :
__.,_.
movement to rebuild the Jewi~h
A. B. 1\fllner llfls• A. P, Milner
Homeland had tlie largest representation of any country iu the world
PHOTOGRAPHERS
in the exercises. Advance figures
Friendship's Perfect Gift
set the number of visitors to JerusaYOlT.R Photograph '
!em as over five thousand.
Phone 923 318~ w, Centr•l

~~~-~~~~~~;;;;;;;;~~

WATERMAN & CONKLIN
FOUNTAIN PENS
LEGGETT'S AND
MARTHA WASHINGTON
CANDIES
Try Our
Chicken Salad SIIJldwlches
at Fourth and Central
Store No. 1 at FJrst and Cent••al

"'

!\. \>\.

ALL KINDS OF

SPORTING
·GOODS.
-· . ·-

U.N. M.
PENNANTS

.......

U.N. M.
PILLOW TOPS

---

EVERSHARP
PENCILS
..-.,._.....
FOUNTAIN
PENS
....,_,._._
SWEATERS

------

MATSON'S
206 W. Central
Phone 19

Albuquerque, New Mextco, Friday, May

HIGH SCHOOL TEAMS WILL
ENTER STATE MEET NEXT
. WEEK ON VARSITY FIELD
Track and Field Men Will Compete for State Honors While Tennis
Players, Orators and Declaimers Uphold the Honor of Their
Schools in Other Contests. University Is to Be Host.
On Friday and Saturday, May 8+--------------~
aud 9, the high schools of the state
will participate in a track and field
meet at the University Field. The
meet will be sponsored by the University and all arrangements made
for the events.
Whether or not the contest arThe high schools have been asked range(\ between Nurmi and the Into send participants for the traclt dian runners will be held Is now a
and field meet and for tennis, which question with University authorities.
will be for both girls and boys, No more definite plans have been
Oratorical and declamatory contests made than were in hand a week ago
have also been arranged. In the in spite of communications sent to
track and field meet will be the the runner's manager. A recent deusual events, with a mile relay as an veiopment shows that the Finn Is
additional feature with a separate due in the East to fill an engagement
up All contests are to be under on May 9. If this report Is true, it
~he. supervision of University facultY will hardly be possible to hold a
members.
race in Albuquerque.

I. 1925

WEEKLY PIWGRAl\1,
Sundny, May 8 1\Ionday, lllay 4 Tuesday, 1\fay 5 \V(ldnesday, lllay 6 Meeting of Committee on Interscholastic Meet.
Y. W. C, A. Silver Tea.
Thu1•sdny, May y W. A. A. Meeting.
Fl'lday, Miiy 8 Installation of Student Officers
for coming year.
Interscllolastir. Track Meet.
Sntur<lay, 1\fay 9 Interscholastic Track Meet,
Dramatic Club Play.

nr.

,

-~~~-~::
..
NUMBER THIRTY

lOBOS CAPTURE CITY TITLE
WITH LITTLE COMPETITION.
. TAKE All BUT THREE FIRSTS
Varsity Men Gather Ninety Points to Nearest Rival's Nineteen. Simp.
son of High School ,and Stortz of U Are Stellar Performers.
Webb Is High Point

Man.

Coach Johnson's track men experienced little difficulty in winning the annual city meet last w~k-end from the entl'ies of the
Albuquerque High School, the Menaul School, the Indian School,
and the Independents. The Indian lads combined with the lnde
pendents, but the two m<maged to get only eight points between
them. Coach Roy L. Johnson was to have competed for the lnde·
pendents but could not find time during the progress of the meet
to enter the events he had planned on, or the Independent score
would have been larger, He won the only event he entered-the
shot put.
RELAY CHALLENGE.
The outstanding performances of the day were turned in by
The Kappa Sigma track team Simpson of the High School and Stortz of the University. The
has Issued a challenge to any l'e- former ran the mile in 4:50, coming back a short time afterward
lay team In the city for a half- to win the half in 2: 10 1-5, surprisingly fast time considering the
mile relay. The Kappa Slg sprint altitude. This is Simpson's first appearance as a. track man. He
men led the fie!<l by a comforta- runs with apparent ease, and was far from being exhaustec;l at the
ble margin In the recent lntra- finishes, so it looks as if he may take the existing state records for
m ural traclr meet and they are a tumble when the state meet J race, but then he was not pushed
confident that they can compete comes off here next week. Stortz to win, which makes a lot of differ
with any team In the city. Bro- cleared the bar in. the high jump ence. ~rodie a~d Stortz each sco1·ed
die, Miser, Jones, Morgan and at 5 feet 11 3-8 mches. He has 13 pomts to tie fo1· the . honor of
At the conclusion of
. the meet a GOLD l.ETIER BADGES
Maddox
are all fast and qualified been improving under the coach· second place in high !JOints.
dl.nner will be held for the winners
WORN BY LETTER MF,N
ing of Johnson to the extent that
Due to tho fact that neither Jones
talte
part
in a contest.
to
and for the teac!1ers and coaches, at
The
race
Is
t'J
be
run
on
May
it
would
not
be
surprising
if
he
nor
Mism• were on hand for tho meet
~
the
Letter
Club
are
Members
which time medals will be awarded.
now
wearing
small
"NM"
buttons
in
7,
the
day
the
Phantom
Finn
will
went
over
the
six
foot
mark
in
the
the
time in ~the dashes was poor
This banquet will be given by the
their
coat
lapels.
These
emblemn
race
the
Indians
here.
Arizona
meet.
The
pole yault went only 10 ft. 6 In
Associated Students of the Universignify
that
the
wearer
is
a
letter
Webb
of
the
Lobes
was
t11e
high
as
that
was all the high It was
sity and ,will be presided over by
man
of
the
University.
point
man
of
the
meet
with
a
total
necessary
to go for the three Vat'
the student president, Paul FlckinThe
Letter
Club
was
recently
reof
three
firsts.
He
toolt
both
hursity
men
to
score a slam. Grenlw
ger.
organized,
and
promises
to
take
a
HIAWATHA
CAST
WILL
!lies
and
the.
broad
jump
with
ease,
won
the
discus
with a 119-foot
The teams will be quartered In
much
more
prominent
place
In
school
HAVE
OUTDOOR
PRACTICE
only
jumping
twice
to
win
the
!atheave
to
heat
out
Ills team-mate
the fraternity houses as far as possi·
affairs
than
it
has
done
in
the
past.
ter
event.
His
time
'was
nothing
Mulcahy,
by
a
foot.
Phillips toolt
ble. The University commons will
An
effort
has
been
made
to
deterThe
cast
·of
the
pageant
"Hiawaout
of
the
ordinary
in
the
barrie1·
the
qua1•ter
after
letting
Brodie set
provide meals to those who desire
tha" will hold a complete outdoor
tbe pace the entire distance, !loing
them.
mine how many ·of the alumni of the
Following Is the schedule for the University are entitled to belong to rehearsal next Wednesday, It was number of other great t!gures whose it in £4, which is not quite fast
stated by those In charge. ~he prln- lives should be reviewed at this enough. Webh's marlt .of 21 feet In
the organization,
meet:
clpals have been nnsy learnmg their time.
the broad jump was good but bo
Fl'iday, 1\liiy 8,
parts,
and
the
orchestra
and
chorus
A
short
scene
from
Cervantes'
can
lengthen it six Inches 01: so when
9 to 12 a, m. Boys' and Girls'
are rapidly preparing the musical "Don Quixote" was given by a num- necessary,
Tennis Contests, Miss Katherine Mcnumbers.
ber of students. Those in the scene
The High School boasts of two
Cormick In charge, University Courts.
were Otto Bebber, Charles Wlll!am- good men this year, besides their
2 p, m. Field and Track Prelimison, Dana Todd, Robert Ruoff, usual quota of fair material. In ad
naries, Director R. W. Johnson In
James Creel, Dan Macpherson an!l ditlon to Simpson's performance In
Play Will Be Given by Students
charge, University Field.
Dick Culpepper. The scene was well the runs, A1·t Trauth came through
on My 9. Will Be Preceded
6 p. m. Complimentary Dinner
carried out, Bebber doing especially In good style in the broad and high
by Comedy, ~'The Stepmo·
extended by the State University to
well with his part.
jump, He cleared the bar at 5 feet
ther.'' Casts Have Worked for Spanish Songs, Music and Presen·
Visiting Teachers and Coaches, Dr.
A solo, "In Santa Fe," by Miss 8 1·4 Inches and covered 20 feet
Six Weeks under Direction of
John D. Clark In charge, Sara Raytation of Scene of "Don Quix· Mary Brown closed the progt·am,
4 1-4 inches for a third place In the
Dr. St. Clair.
nolds Hall.
ote'' Feature Assembly Held
broad jump. Tile high jump mark
7:30 p. m. Meeting of Teachers
in Honor of Spanish Writer.
is just one-quarter of an inch from
The University Dramatic Club will
We all feel that we should help a
and Coaches, Dr. John D. Cla1·k In
the state record.
present
"The
Miser,''
a
five-act
play
worthy
charity, but pretty young laEl Clrculo Espanol rendered a procharge, Sara Raynolds Hall.
A queer thing happened in the
8 ·p. m. Dec lama tory Contests, by Moliere, {)n May ninth. The cast gram at last Friday's assembly. Wal- dies selling tickets malte us much 100 yard dash when Hoskins of the
Dr. George S. Hubbell in charge, was selected some time ago and ter Hernandez was an especial fa- more enthusiastic.
Lollos finished second but was not
practice has been in progress for a vorite with the students when he
Rodey Hall,
seen by the judges In their excite
period of some six weeks. "The MI- played and sang several Spanish
ment watching a close battle between
Sntu ..day, 1\Iay D.
ser" is a costume play aud Is unl- songs, carrying his large guitar,
Too many people walt until they
porter
of the University and Roybal
9 to 12 a. m. Boys' and Girls' versa! In humor and in presentation. Walter appeared on the stage and are 60 before they undertake to get
of
the
High School for third place.
Tennis Contests, Miss Katherine 1\tc- Dr. St. Clair is directing the play, held the audience, interested from rid of their faults.
Hoskins
was running on the inside
Cormick In charge, University Courts. and those connected with the Club the first, through several encores.
tmck
and
was almost even with Bro
10 a. m. Oratorical Contests, Dr. assure the students and the public
Mr. Carl Amerding briefly reviewdie
when
he crossed the tape.
George S. Hubbell In charge, Unl- that the production will be of the ed the life and works of Cervantes,
Wanting luxuries merely because
Sunnuat•y
of Events.
verslty Field.
best. A curtain raiser, "The Step- the anniversary ·of whose deatl1 was other people have them is a scor100
Yard
Dash-Brodie
(U), Por
2 p, m. Field and Track Finals, mother," has been prepared by the commemomted by the Spanish pro· pion's nest in the soul.
ter (U), Roybal (A). Time 10.6 sec
Director R. W. Johnson In charge, Dramatic Club. This Is a one-act gram, Mr. Amerding mentioned a
Polo Vault-Elder, Stortz and
University Field.
comedy whicb promises to be a
Renfro ( U) tied for first. Height
6:30 P• m. Dinner extended bY thriller ·
did th.e p1ay 1as t w1n t er. A concer t ed
Silent people have the1'r om11
" way 10 ft. 6 in.
the Associated Students to the WinThe leading part, that of the mi- ticket sale Is being conducted and oftenest. They take it, befol'e it. Is
Mile Run-Simpson (A), Brown
nlng Contestants. Paul Flcldnger, ser, will be played by Owen Marron. presen t 1n d'1cat'tons are prom1s
• 1ng.
noticed that they've got it.
(U), T·ownsend (I). Time 4:50.
President of the Associated Students, Miss Zoe McGonigle and Rosalie =========~~~;,;;;;;::,;,~==============
Shot Put-Johnson (I), Creecy
presiding, University Commons.
Furrey have the leading ladles' parts.
(U), Grenko (U). Distance 38 ft
Other members of the cast arc Miss
9 1-2 in.
Dorothy Dunkerley, Mr. Lee Farr,
220 Yard Dash-Brodle (U), Roy
LITTLE THEATER FOR
Mr. Bob Conlee, _:M;r, Dana Todd
bal (A), Jones (U). Tillle 24.2 sec
STUDENTS.
and Mr. Otto Bebber.
120 Yard Hurdles-Webb (U)
Wlll Glass Is • the play manager
(U), Mulcahy (U). Time
Stortz
Ambitious students of Vanderbilt
and is directing the ticket sale. The
16.4
sec.
University, Nashvlile, Tennessee, are
sale Is being worlted on the same
High Jump-Sto1•tz (U), Russell
planning a Little Theater for the
basis as for the last play. Fraterni- Outcome of Meet May Hinge on a Second or Third Place, Accord· (U), Trauth (A). Height 5 ft. 111n
University and the city. The plan
ties and sororities have appointed
ing to Dope Gathered by Sport Writers. Varsity
Broad Jum)J-Webb (U), ·Bolan
is fathered bY the Calumet Club,
committees to sell tickets, and Pl'izes
Men
Finish
Strenuous
Practice.
der
(U), Trauth (A). Distance 21ft
which also sponsors the "Masque·
haYe· been offered for tbe organiza44
0 Yard Dash-Phillips (U), Bro
rader," a comic. The first plays .are
tion
selling
the
most
tickets.
At
The
Arizona
Wildcats
and
the
New
Mexico
Lobos
will
meet
die
(U),
Trauth (A). Time 54 sec
three .one-act plays to be produced
Friday's
assembly
the
prizes
for
the
Saturday
in
the
annual
intercollegiate
track
and
field
meet.
Lobo
Dh1cns - Grenlto ( U), Mulcahy
In May.
Believing that Nashvllle Is large last campaign wlll be gi;~n out. AI- athletes have put in much time of late in perfecting the track rna· (U), Creecy ( U). Distance 119 ft
enough to support a Little Theater pha Chi Omega was fn st, Kappa chine and the prospects of a win. are good. The outcome of the 6 ln.
Gamma second, and the In·
'
h'
· 1
nd la e so close are the calcula220 Ym·d Hurdles-Webb (U)
venture, the Calumet Club is ta)tlng Kappa
dependE~nt Girls third. Prizes con- J:?eet may dmge 0 a smg e seco
P c •
Stortz (U), Townsend (I). Time
the burden of starting tho venture slst of boxes of candy,
ttons on a vance ope.
•
on its own shoulders. Tiley are gamThe Arizona. team, cdtnposed of nmeteen men, was expected 28 sec.
Ushering at the play wlll be done
880 Yard Dash- Simpson (A)
bling on· the interest and support of by University girls dressed as maids. to arrive Friday.
(U), Vann (A). Time
Hernandez
civic and dramatic organizations of This Is a novel Idea and one not
Lobo followers were .filled with new hope Thlll'sday when
2
min.
10.2
sec.
the city after the yenture has been previously used In connection with Mulcahy and Grenko materially length~ned their hurl of the discus.
(U), L. Her
J'ayelin-Bolander
started.
varsity plays
'
Dopesters give the Wildcats the edge m the dashes, hut favor the
nandez (U), Armijo (A). Distance
The last piay was a financial sue- Lobos in the pole vault, discus, and s~ot, .
.
,
150 ft. 4 in.
cess
and
the
manager
and
Dramatic
The
meet
is
to
be
held
at
the
U?1vers1ty
Fteld
at
.two
~
clock.
When you nt•e asked If you can
Mile Relay-Won by the Loboa
keep a secret, the q uestlon is asIred Club officers expect "The Miser" to The field is in good condition followmg a moderate ram whtch set• Time 3:42.2.
net the Club as much or more than tied and packed the ground,
by someone who is not going to.

NURMI MAY NOT
MEET RUNNERS
HERE AS PLANNED

.----------------T

I

.

1...-------------..!

"THE MISER" TO
BE PRESENTED BY
DRAMATIC CLUB SPANISH CLUB
IN CERVANTES
DAY PROGRAM

Wildcats and Lobos Will
Tangle Saturday. Close ·
Battle Predicted By Fans

d

......~·,~· \ ·.
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NEW MEXICO LOBO
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NEW MEXICO LOBO

BY MAUDE CROSNO,

Published every Friday throughout the college year by
the students of the State University, ot New Me:dco.

HOURSI.Q TO 12 1 2 TO 8

5 0

The demand of society, !LS has ~~B~UN~D~A~Y~·~~T~O~l~A~N~D~B~Y~A~PP~O~IN~T~M~EN~T~
been stated, is that a person be developed mentally, physically and
spiritually. The moral quality has
demands as real as those of the
other qualities.
Perhaps a· t•eason !ot• society's
haggard reputation is her money,
her ability to weaken will power, or
her welcome lessening demand. If
a person Is pleasant company, does
it matter if he cheats? If a person
College Style
can dance, does It matter If lte is
not a good student? If a pe1•son has
money, can he get away with anyHIGH WAIST, WIDE BOTthing? Good society doesn't endorse
TOMS, WIDE LOOPS
a program of "it doesn't matter."
Good society demands, and carries
Gray, Gray Stripes, Blue,
on its shoulders, the man that's a

Snbflct1ptlon Price, $1.00 a yoo.r in advance,
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''THE. PLAY'S THE THING''

Changes and additions in start personnel made by show
of earnest etfort on applicant's part.

THE WILDCATS AGAIN.
This week the Lobos meet their old rivals, the
Arizona Wildcats. In every sport the Wildcats and
Lobos clash. Thus far this year the Lobos have
the edge on their rivals, and a win in the track
and field meet will give them undisputed superiority over the teams of a university four times the
size of U. N. M.
The thing that remains for the students of the
University is to get a large crowd out to the meet
so that financial matters need not worry the team
managers. If you are not in a position to aid directly in this, then do the next best and be there
yourself. Root for your Lobos, and see them take
the Wildcats for a trimming.
·

It is Wednesday afternoon. The wind has settled down to about thirty miles an hour and is
coming straight off the snow-clad Santa Fe peaks,
or at least it seems so. For exactly eight hours and
:lorty-two minutes we have had on our heavy underwear, which we formerly thought had been put
away for good. There is mingled in balmy April
air, sand and the odor of mothballs. We smell like
a Methodist rummage sale. Yet we are warm. Tomorrow, Thursday, perhaps the wind will change
and we will take off our heavies, extra pair of
socks, and cease sleeping in our overcoat and bathrobe. Too, the beautiful, beautiful sand m.ay blow
back again! We have always loved the sand! What
is more beautiful than a sandstorm 1 Our idea of
the fitness of things is, that last night, Tuesday,
as the Sandia 1\J:ountains came clown Central Avenue, Maury Klein, or Davies, or Mlss Severn, or
the Kappa Sigma Orchestra should have been anchored in front of the new court house and si:rng,
or played, "Oh, Fair New Mexico!"

• • • •
C.4W : Publish this if you dare I
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
10.

Shepherd (i. e. Kinney).
Popejoy.
6. Porter.
Hess.
7. Owen.
Stover.
8. Hervey.
McManus, J.
9. Palmer.
All those on undergarments.

Who's nex:tY Sigma pins may be had on application at the Sigma Chi fraternity house.

* * • •
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example, is· not always in itself
a great engineering feat. The
feat consists in having it ready
at a time, a price, and with
such features as the prevailing
economic situation calls for.

"get the hook" if he d.id not
know his cues, or read his lines
as called for by the action of
the play.
Engineers get cues, toofrom the industrial drama of
which they are a part. Like actors, their performance must fit
the action of an economic play.
Thus the reason that the
journals, the soCieties, the
schools, colleges, teachers, and
well-known public men are
urging engineers to study economics-to learn the nature
and effect of economic laws.
To build the largest generator or the smallest meter, for
\

In this sense engineersand particularly Westinghouse
engineers-must be "practicing
economists". They must follow
closely the "action of the play"
-analyzing fundamental conditions in every field, and
calculating their causes and
probable effects.
All this, so that when a cue is
spoken in factory or home, on
farm or railroad, on the sea or
in the air, they may be ready.

Thil advertitcment is eighth in a voatlonal serles, outlining the field•
for engineering achievement in the Westinghouse organization.
A c.opy of the entire aeries will be &en.t to anyone requeeting it.

ACHIEVEMENT 8 OPPORTUNI'IY
I

pin out but 'he has tried hard, so he is still in good DISTINGUISHED INDIVIDUALS IN
standing I We could fill the column in a moment I
THE DINING HALL:
Yet, as we peruse the list and picture each of the
1. The girl who tips the walter
co-eds as each comes to mind, we are compelled to
with Y. W. c. A. money.
state publicly, and feel inwardly, that the Sigma
Chis are to be admired and commended for their
2. T·he walter who Insists that
most excellent taste !
everyone drink tea.
•

•

•

3. The girl who is too frail to

to hold a plate with one
sllce of bread on it,

SO F .AR FIRST PLACE IS YOURS- SO FAR I
My Dear CAW: I think that you ought to have
a Limerick Contest and award some kind of a prize
for the best one. I suggest a gold loving cup. Attached rind my attempt for first place.
There is a Swede called Pat
Who owns an awful hat;
When he goes down the way
The people all say,
Oh, look at the hat upon Pat!
-

6.

7•

Elkus.

EX-TRADITION I
Dear CAW: I want to use your column for a
moment to speak of something that has never been
mentioned in the Lobo, and which I am sure de·
serves the attention ancl thought of every student.
It is merely this : 'fradi tion means a great deal in
college life. Nothing can quite take the place o£
traditions. Traditions malte a college. Traditions.
I say traditions. Again, traditions are the back·
bone of any college. Go where you will-traditions 1
What is it that makes grads want to return~ Tra·
clitions I What is it that makes students leave
school ? Answer me I
-Aero.

•

4. Tlla champion bread eater.
5. The person who has never

8.

9.

10,.

said, "I wonder what we
will have for dessert,"
The boy wi!o gets choked
every time he sees a cer·
taln girl looltlng at him.
The girl who exchanges a
cold slice of toast that she
has had on her plate .fot•
a warm piece, letting some
one else eat the cold one
flavored with her fingerPrints.
The boy who rolls a piece ot
bread as it It were a cigarette and manages to awal·
low it a11 at one time
The person who never' was
known to voluntarily pass
anytltlng,
The rood grumblers, .ot· rag
chewers, who growl becnttao the salt Is not
cooked well or the breacl
is not a delicate lavender
hue,

11. The dainty little maid who

hangs her rosy Up and
pouts for six long weeks
because no good looking
folks eat at her table,
12. The boy who manages to get

Ills thumb Into the salad
when passing the bowl.
-Maca.

THE Nl\1 CLUB.
The action of the Letter Club In
securing the "NM" buttons fol' its
members is a good one. The average
student did not realize just wllO
were letter men In the varioUS
sports until a means of recognition
has come Into use. The footbal~
men wear their sweaters during the
cold months, but their letters are
seldom seen In the spring mcnths.
Men who earn the privilege of wear·
!ng a letter for participation In a
sport deserve the respect of the stu·
dents for whom In part the effort
was spent.
The fact that the buttons arc to
be worn only by letter men maltCS
them more desirable. There' nt•e
students who would gladlY give
high. grades or other accomplish·
menta for the privilege of wearing
the NM whlclt proclaims the wearer
a leader in the activities of the col·
lege .
A desire to take part In nctlvltles

What does U, N. M. society say?
Can we carry out the requirements
of this little set•monette?

·And he has lived to see it
The promise was fulfilled a few months ago.
when electricity at 220,000voltswastransmitted
two hundred and forty miles to supply Los
Angeles with light and power.

It:1 1881 Edison shipped to the
Paris :Exposition his "Jumbo"
dynamo-eighth wonder of the
world. It could light 1000
lamps. Now there are G-E
generators large enough to sup•
ply current for over a million
lamps, each with four times the
candle-power of the lamp of
1881.

If you are interested in learning

more about what electricity is
doing, write for Reprint No.
AR391 containing a complcto
eet of these advertisements.
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SO!IIDTHING ll'OR NOTHING.
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The electrical era has only dawned. Each year
some new machine or discovery makes it possible
to apply electricity in unexpected ways. The
graduate of today will find electricity directly
or indirectly a means for even greater accomplishments, no matter what his calling in life
may be.

est now in use.

EUBANK'S.

Radio Is on a J>ecullat• economic
(oundation. The public is certainly
coming much closer to getting something for nothing than evet• lJefore
ln history. One buys a radio recelv·
lng !ret and merely htts to turn the
!mob to get a wide selection of pt·ograms --and in thoug·llt to travel
•
(rom our pat•t of the country to anJ{APPA ICAPPA GAl\11\fA
oUter. He is really a very fortunate
SHOWER.
man. It Is as though one bought a
The Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority phonograph and always thereafter
gave a delightful surprise shower in got free from the manufactut·ers all
honor of Mrs. Ethel Shellherd Kin- the new records, and merely had to
~ey on Saturday afternoon at Hun- purchase the needles; as though an
mg Castle from four to six. Bridge automobile owner could get free !fils
was played, after which a dainty and oil from tile manufacturer of
two-course luncheon was set•ved. The ltls machine and would only have to
gifts for the bride were brought out buy tires· ~r as having wired out•
in an old trunlt cleverly decorated. house fm.' ele~tricity, we could expect
Mt·s. Kinney received many dainty to get freo powet• from the electric
gifts from her sot·ority sisters.
light company, and ·onlY had to pur·
•
chase new light bulbs from time to

Now five billion dollars are invested in electric
power plants. A stupendous figure that. testifies
to the alertness of thousands of college-trained
men who have been leaders in the production
and use of electric power.

The!General Electric Company
produces other electrical appa•
ratus which makes it possible
to transmit power over great
distances. It has put electricity
in seven-league boots. In its
laboratories, scientists are now
experimenting with voltages
ten times as great as the high•

$7.50, $8.50, $10.00

• • •

KAPPA SIGI\IA
SPRiNG DANCE.
The Kappa Sigmas entertained
with a dance on Saturday evening at
Tamarisk Inn. The hall was cleverly
decorated with tamarack brall1lhes
and spring flowers. Candles in the
fraternity colors of scarlet, green
and white were used about the t•oom
and above the old fll•eplace. Japanese lanterns coyered the lights. The
color scheme was carried out with
the punch and mints and In tho
dance programs and streamerR.
Johnson's Ol'Chostra played. DI. anrl
1\lrs. John D. Clark were chaperones.

Back in 1885, Thomas A. Edison succeeded in
transmitdng, ~lectricity at 220 volts for one mile
-an achievement and a promise.

.a 1(

• •

ti~~mebody,

of com·se, pays the cost
The Chi Omega sorol'ity held lni- of running the broadcasting stations.
tlation services at tho home of Mrs. I do not believe payment for these
Charles F. Coan on Harvard last programs can evet• come directly

~:~~:~~:~:::;~~===~~~==~~~=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~M~~B~~~~m~peo~eor~~~~~
which render the participant eligible
j WOMEN PLAy FIRST
Miss Ellen Severns, Miss Geraldine ing sets. The tax recently passed by
to wear the NM should be the result
ot the buttons. Though it can not be
said that the student leaders are
leaders becausa they bring glot•y or
honor to themselves, there Is certainty that element to consider In
"getting the men out."
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Come In

and see us the
next time you
+------~----"--+ are in need of
good printing
Buy Your
We are
Dry Goods and
specialReady-to Wear
ists in
at the Growing Store
thekind
~~ of work

. -·-..

P.K.A.

We greatly prefer to have a more definite signature to contributions than the above, for try as we
might, we can't believe that an entire fraternity
had to get together to make up the above list. We
can make up a better, and more complete, one with
our eyes closed. There's Abe Stowell-where is
his pin, we ask youf Then there is Bert New·
comer-who did he ask to take his pin 7 AI Kool
is one of the most promising Sigma Chi freshmen
in years-that boy has the spirit I Do we neglect
Tom. Hughes? Clyde McCullough hasn't got his

.'

JoHN BARRYMORE himself would

oil

WE DO NOT FEEL VERY WELL TODAY.
WE'LL PUBLISH ANYTHING!

Gray and Tan

man,

Contributions received at all time'!, from student& or
faculty not on the staff.

FRIDAY, MAY 1, 1925

DAVID H. LEWIS, M. D.
PI'l\Ciice Limited
to the Eye
502 First Nat'l Bank Bldg,
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A.LBUQUERQ!JE 1 NEW MEXIOO

JJntered In the Posto!flce at Albuquerque, New Kexlco,
February 11, a14, ae eecond-claee matter.

~

SOCIETY

that

Phone 283

"~---------"

pleases.
II

SUNSHINE
BARBER SHOP
None But Expert
Hair Cutters Employed
106 S. Second Street

ROUND IN TENNIS MEET DuBois and Miss Eula Hendricks Congress is not for this pu1•pose·, It
wet·e Initiated.

Three of the preliminary tennis
matches of the women's round robin
tennis tournament which is now in
progress have been played. Ellen
Knopf defeated Helen Sisk 6-0, 6·3;
Marcella Reidy defeated Marjorie
Stearns 6-3, 6-2, and Mary Brown
defeated Betty Sherwa'od 6-2, 6-4.
Another match, between Anginette
Hines and Eunice Herkenhoff, is
still to be played,
The pt·esent rating of the partlci·
pants In the tournament is as follows:
:Mary Brown •.. , .... 1000
Ellen Knopf ........ 1000
1\Iarcella Reidy ...... 1000
Betty Sherwood . . . . . 0 0 0
Helen Slslt • .. . . . . . . 0 0 0
Marjorie Stearns . . . • 000

••

WHITMAN'S
CHOCOLAJ'ES

A trial

for

is all
we ask.

eo.

••••a•••••••

VALLIANT PRINTING COMPANY,

1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~§.~~~~§~~~~~~

/
SuPPLIES
RAABE &
MAUGER
HARDWARE CO.
First and Copper
Phone 305

Is a revenue tax for the United States
~
government. The fact that u70
BUFFET
broadcasting stations are operating
SL"PPER,
In this country demonstrates tbat
. The Alpha Chi Omega Alumnae some one Is willing to pay for their
·
me t a t t h e h orne of M1ss Daphne 0 peratlon. Considerrng
It very broad·
cobb on wednesday evening. A Iy, the opemtors of these stations ar·e
dain t Y buffet supper was served at really advertisers, excep.t universlsix-th1rty, and after a business ses-, ties and other educational !nstitusion, a social hour was spent.
t' s
d
1
tl
t
• • •
ton ' an are pay ng te cos as a
part of their advertising expense. It
SIGliiA CHI
· is no wonder that they are willing to
Sl\IOICER.
pay in order to have an audience of
The Sigma Chi's were hosts on ten to twenty millions of people
Sunday aftel'Ooon to the men of the every night. 1 doubt whether broad·
University. A large number of casting will stop even when the
friends called during the afternoon, artists and other talent who are giv* • *
lng the performances decide that the
S~L"DENTS' PICNIC.
time has come to pay them for their
On Sunday afternoon a number of service.
University men and women motored
There are, I believe, two fundato Embudo Canyon for supper. Those mentals in radio broadcasting on
in the party were: Miss Marcella Me- Which Its permanence as a part of
Creary, Miss Alice Wilkerson, Miss our everyday life depends. One of
Helen Sisk, Miss Barber Nell Thom- these is the service which broadas and Miss Helen Stevens; Messrs. casting renders to those who listen.
Sam Goodwin, Critchel Parsons, The other is the power of broadcastAlbert Kool, Dudley Phillips, Charles ing as an advertising or propaganda
Dearing and Harley Hoslrins.
medium. The hope of safety in the
latter respect is in the dlversifica·
tion of the control and ownership of
STAR
transmitting stations. The listeners,
·•=-o••
too, can readily control the atten·
113 w. Golcl Ave.
Phone 'I'IJS tlon of tile audience. The service
PHONOGRAPHS AND RECORD!
rendel'ed by radio Is demonstrated
OFFIOill AND FU..ING lllQU'IPBIENT
by the thousands of letters received

* • •
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REMEMBER

SEE OUR NEW SUMMER SUITS

MOTHER

VERY ATTRACTIVIE IN STYLE AND PRICE

With a Potted Plant, Cut
JeJowet•s or a Beautiful Cor·
sage, SwHIIly1 1\lay 10.
OUR ASSORTMENTS
ARO: COMPLETE

PARAMOUNT'S FAMOUS FORTY
NOW SHOWING REGULARLY

SUNSHINE THEATRE

dailY by the big stations. The most

COMl!. IN EARLY AND t..'ltAVE YOUFl OROSR

'TO IIYOJP P08Sl'EILE pu;:,o\PPOINTt.tli:NT

LYNGAR'S
FLOWER SHOP
The FranCiscan

Phone 820

service will develop to limits which
are as yet undreamed of.
-By Wiley N. Price, Operator
of I{FLR Station, U. N, M.
Strangm• in the Biology Lab: "Is
that an argumentation class in the
next room?"
Irvin D.: "No; that Is the physiology class trying to decide whether
the chicken that has just had its
heact chopped off is dead or alive."

'
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LIBERTY CAFE
THE HOME OF
GOOD EATS
We Cater to
University Students
RIGHT PRICES
105 W. Central
Phone 358
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CONKLIN
FOUNTAIN PENS
LEGGETT'S AND
liiAltTHA WASHINGTON
CANDillS
Try Our
Chicken Salad Sandwiches
at Fonrth a:nd Central

.~.~:::~.~~::~~.:::~~:.!
JIIOTHER'S DAY,
!\fAY 10th.
Express your appreciation
and Jove for MOTHER with •
CARDS and F R AM E D
MOTTOES.

~:k;2:·,~
s,jl':<r..

.'
The mind of the manager at
TOWNSEND'S VARIETY STORE

was like the above space during
the recent sand storm.

I
'

EXOHANGE OF COAOBES.
"
An exchange of coaches for spl'ing
training has been effected between
Princeton a<ld the University of
Michigan. Fielding Yost, the Michigan couch, is now in Princeton instructing the men in Michigan tactics. After Yost's visit is over with,
Coach Roper of PJ•inceton will go to
Ann Arbor and give the Michigan
men a taste of Eastern coaching.
The exchange has been made to Introduce new ideas into the work of
both teams.

GO AND SEE.
O:NJil A=nJ ONE"llAt.l!' .DLOClUl
li'RO~l O~PtlS

IVES
GREENHOUSES
CUT FLOWERS, CORSAGE
BOUQUETS, PLANTS OF
ALL KINDS
Greenhouses Display
Flower Shoppe
216 W. Central Phone 732

HIGHEST QUAUTY OF
LAUNDRY WORK
Men's Suits Cleaned
and Pressed
One Dollm·

M. MANDEll Clo., Inc.

SANITARY
BARBERS

W. E. MITCHELL
THE IMPERIAL
LAUNDRY CO.
Phone. 147 and 148

Proprietor

1
1
-I

305 W. Central

ALBUQUERQUE GAS and ELECTRIC CO.
"At Your Service''

I

~(\. +
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EXCELSIOR
The father of Success is Worlt.
I
SOFT
WATER
The mother ~f Success is Ambition.
LAUNDRY
The oldest son is Common Sense.
Some of the other boys are: Perseverance, Honesty, Thoroughness,
Satisfaction
Foresight, Enthusiasm, Co,operat!on.
The oldest danghter is Character.
Some of the sisters are: CheerSee
fnlness, Loyalty, Courtesy, Care,
V araity Shop, Agent
Economy, Sincerity, Harmony,
Phone 177
The baby is Opportunity,
Get acquainted with the "old
man" and you will be able to get 1'~----·-N-•-ualong pretty well witlt the rest of
A. B. Mllner Mise A. P, Milner
the family.-London Opinion.·
MILNER STUDIO
PHOTOGRAPHERS
Friendship's Perfect Gilt
YOUR Photograph '
Headed for the Rock Pile.
Phone 928
318~ W. Central
Warden-"It is our custom to let
a prisoner work at the same trade
in here as he did outside. Now, what
is yonr trade-shoemaker, black-

NEW MEXICO CIGAR CO.

Uptown:

-·

-

THE SUCCESS FAMILY.

When the board of regents of the
University of Texas meets on May
19th lt wlll be confronted with apetition pt·otesting against the abandonment of the department of journalism. The department was discontinued because Mrs, Miriam A.
Ferguson, Texas' first woman governor, cnt from the gene1•al education bill the $19,000 necessary for
the support of the department,
The journalism students have prepared a 10,000 word brief stating
tween football training in the East
why they thrnk the school should not
and West, according to Yost.
be discontinued. It ls stated that the
regents have the power to appropriate fnnds for maintenance of the
school from an emergency fnnd set
apart by the Jegislatnre.
Of the 210 stndents in the department of jonrnallsm 50 will graduate
in June; 100 will be fot•ced to give
"THE MAN WHO
np college careers becanse of Jack of smith·, or-"
Prisoner-"Please sir, I was a
CAME BACK"
funds to. continue their training in
travellng
salesman."
an ant-of-state school; 60 w!ll be
able to go ont of Texas to complete
Added Attraction
their training.
Homeward Bound,
The Telephone Girl
In answer to. the protests of the
Two gents-about-town were· fliv40,000 students and of prominent vering back to the city after a round
newspaper editors throughout the
state, who have protested against of Suddenly
the road-houses.
the man at the wheel
the
discontinuance
of
the
school,
WANSER DRUG
muttered: "Guess better stop; can't
James E. Ferguson, husband of the see
anything."
COMPANY
governor, states:
"That's all right," consoled his
Cor. Second and Central
"Walter M. Splawn, president of
friend. "Neither can I!"-Butfalo
Sunshine Bldg.
the nnivers!ty, when informed that Express.
a cnt of appropriation was necessaHigh Class
ry, chose the department of jonrnalToilet Articles
ism as the one that mnst bear the
ms Only sutt.
Pat and Mike stood before a store
paring,
Dr. Splawn thought the nniMECHANICALLY
versity would be hnrt less by the window wherein were several trunks.
COOLED FOUNTAIN
elimination of the journalism, music
Said Pat:
BRICK ICE CREAM
"Moll<e, why doncha buy a trunk?"
and library science departments and
"What for, and pt·ay tell me."
the summer school, than by reducing
the saving of $250,000 by reducing
"To put your clothes in, ye bl)thto some extent the sums appropriated erin' ijitl"
EXCEPTIONAL
"What! and me go naked?"
fo1· every department and school of
the university. The governor w!Il
VALUES
be criticized in certain circles; but
in
Wonderful.
she simply did her duty in fulf!Iling
Mike:
"This
is a great country,
campaign pledges."
Spring Clothing,
Pat."
Said W. H. Mayes, dean of the dePat: "And how's that?
Hats and Furnishings
partment of jonrnallsm:
Mike: "Sure, th' paper sez yez
"T·he department of journalism
can
buy a five-dollar money order
was founded by the board of refor
three cents. - San Francisco
gents after careful consideration,"
116 W. Central
Examiner.
the dean explained. "Since the esPhone 153
tablishment in 1914, the department,
though always inadequately supFAIR PLAY IN THE OFFIOE.
ported and with an undermanned
teaching force, has grown by leaps
1. We will give others credit tor
and bounds.
their
good ideas. It does not hurt
AGENCY FOR
"To permit an interest to live and our credit to do so.
WHITMAN'S CANDIES
develop for 11 years, and then with2. We will not "hog'' our own
Phone 788
118 W. Oentral
out good cause abolish it without re- good ideas, bnt will give the benet!t
gard for the students enrolled, Is_ of our helpful Information to others,
an act impossible to comprehend. I wherever possible and desirable.
believe that the Board of Regents
a. we will be open minded, or
, should do all in its power to adjust at least patient, to every suggestion,
tbe budget and permit this lmpor- from no matter how humble a source,
tant work to continue."
4. we w1II not listen t 0 gossip,
Despite the fact that the Texas but always demand facta and proof.
department has been only meagerly
5. When a fellow workman gets
supported, having ilnly three in- a "call-down," we will not listen In,

":""''f (.~T~h~e~re;;is;;n~o~g~t; ea~t~d~i;f ;et;•e;nc;e; ;be~-

WATE~IAN &

203 W. Central Ave. .

JOURNALISlii sOBOOL l\WST
STAY.

•••

•• •

BOOST
THE

STr

UNIV& \

~~

~NEW

As

New Mexico' II largest department store, we irtvite
University men and women to use freely the many
facilities we have provided for their comfortable and
economical shopping.

·----·-··-·-··-··-·-h-..

EVERITT'S INC.

J

Dependable
Jewelers
Establlshed 1883

0

•

ppoa1te First Nat'l

Bank_

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
1
WEJTGENANT'S-•
DRUG STORE
1 4 2 4 E. Central
Phone 1691-W
Drugs

Cigars

Candies
Hot and Cold Drinks
Lunch

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
NEW ARRIVALS OP

I

College Boys'
Oxfords
In All Shade~~, Coming fn DaflJ
ALSO A OOliiPLETE
LINE OF HOSillRY
New 1\lexlco'a
Leading Shoe Store
PARIS
SHOE STORE
1 Opp, Y. lll. 0, A.
Phone 20~

1\

+------------The Bee Barber Shop
108 B. Second Street
Workmanship the Be~t
Wlll, l\1. TWIGGS, Prop.

-·----·-----RENT A CAR
All 1924 Models
Oars Delivered

B. and M. DriverlessPhone
Car soo
Co.

1115 N. Third

and if we overhear we will not broad- ~g~~~~~~~~~~~~~
cast it.
6. we wlll not air grievances
outside.
AUTOMOBILE AND
7. We will not mention names
FLIVVER SUPPUE'S
and Instances in the business in publie places.
Roland
Sauer &
8. we w!ll not countenanee in••
trigues, in ourselves or others.
~~~~~~~~~~:;~~~
9. We will always criticize con-1 ~
strnctively. It does no good to tell I~
how a thing ought to be done it we
Clarence Darling,
do not know how to do it.
ALL KINDS
"Clarence," she called. He stopped
10. We w!ll be as eager to praise
the car and looked around.
good performances today by a work"i am not accustomed to call my man as we were willing to censure
chaffeurs by their first name, Clar- bud ones by him yesterday.
ence. What is your surname?
11. We wlll try not to carry our
"Darl!ng, madam."
personal feelings into our decisions.
"Drive on, Clarence."
Our own ·Indigestion or prejudice
-The Dally News.
is not as noteworthy as the welfare
U.N.
of the organization,
PENNANTS
12. lf we have to t!glt t, we will
fight openly, cleanly, and, as fas as
possible, in good temper.
U.N.
13. We will win a real victory
PILLOW TOPS
and not by a fluke or on a techniFOR

structors for 210 men, it has been
ranked In Class A, with 11 other
schools, namely, Columbia University, New York University, Univer·
sity of Missouri, University of Kansas, University of Washington, Univarsity of Wisconsin, Northwestern
University, Stanford University, Unh
versity of Oklahoma, University of
Louisiana, and Ohio State University,

Co.

I

ROSENWALD'S

--·--M.
........

CARDS

M.

~al!ty.

Under the most trying circumstances we will endeavor to keep
a sense of humor,
-WilHam Byron Forbush,
National Honesty Bureau.
14,

I;

Gallup Soft Coal
Cerrillos Hard and
Lime, Coke
Soft Coal
HAHN COAL COMPANY
PHONE 91
Kindling
,~
·Mill Wood
Stove Wood

ARNO HUNING ELECTRICAL CO.
Electrical Supplies
RADIO RECEIVING SETS-FEDERAL AND

MOTHER'S DAY
Hanna

&

Hanna

114 W. Central

VARI!IITY SHOP, Agmt
BOB W, Central
Phone 187

·'-

-------

PENCILS
FOUNTAIN
PENS

SWEATERS
A Poser,
"A1•e you laughing at me?'' {le·
manded the !rata Professor of his
class.
"No," came the answer In chorus.
•
"Well," Insisted the Professor,
206 W. Central
"What tllse is there In the room to
Phone 19
laugh at?"-College of the Paclflc~
Weeltl;r.
·~

..

EVERS HARP

·MATSON'S

Shoe Repairiq
R. C. A ..

-----

-------

Allen's Shoe Shop
Boob, Shoes and
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HIGH SCHOOLS

WITH CORONADOS

Much Larger Attendance than in
Previous Years. Tennis, Ora•
tory, Declamation and Track
Take Attention of University.

Last Game Is Played to Deter·
., mine Winner of Cuv and Does
Not Affect Distribution of
Points Toward Final Intramural Winner.

Athletes from twenty-six high
schools throughout the state are
taking part in the Interstate Meet
Saturday afternoon on the Uni·
versity Field. The entries are
more numerous this year than in
the past, and a meet of consider•
ably more interest is promised.
The business efficiency of the
committees in charge assures a
smoothly running meet.
Every
one of the committee heads has
been cooperating with Dr. Clark
in the arrangements and execu•
tion of the meet.
The final track and field events
begin on the 'Varsity Field at
two o'clock Saturday afternoon.
The preliminaries will have been
run off on Friday. Saturday
evening the Associated Students
will give a dinner for the individual winners of the meet and
for coaches and teachers.
RULES
The Meet wlll be governed by the
official Traclt and Field Rnles of the
N, I. A. A., with the exception of
the shot put and the relay race,
The gate receipts will be pro-rated to tho competing teams after expenses of the meet have been paid.
Tennis teams do not share in the
division of gate receipts.
Not more than fourteen contestants may compete for one institution. Except for the relay race the
maximum number of entries fot•
each grade is three.
First place counts five points, second place three, and t~ird one.
Preliminaries, where needed, will
be run off Friday afternoon,
Prizes will b~ awarded to the winners of the first three places in "ach
event, except the relay race. A team
trophy will be awarded the school
having the highest number of points.
A cup wni be awarded the winning
relay team. '
The entry blanks whiclt the en•
trants are required to fill out con-

(Continued on pag~ 4.)

OF

COMPLETE OUTFITTERS FOR

MEXICO L·OBO

A

GRIDffiON ISSUE
The last issue of the 1924-25
LOBO will be on May 22, one
weelt before final examinations
start. Next week's issue (May
15) will be the much heralded
Gridiron Issue, to be conducted by
the editor of Un Momento. He
Will be assisted by his colleagues
who were active at the time of
the issue of the New Mexico Loco.
tJn Memento, however, expres·
ses his inability to do all the work
unassisted, as he cannot possibly
1\now of all the love and other
scandal which should of right go
into the issue. He accordingly
asks that anyone who Is In a posi·
tl011 to lend aid to the paper to
do so by submitting copy to him
through tho U. N. M. Post Office,
Box 11. Razz the e(litor, yourself, or even the Kappa Sig orchestra or the Sigma Chi sweethearts If you wish, but do turn in
any razz that will hnlp the editor
llialre the Issue representative of
the entire student body.

WEEI~I·Y

STORTZ IS HIGH POINT MAN

PROGRMr

sunday, 11ray 1o~fonday, lllay 11Meetiug of El Circulo Espana 1
Mortarboard Junior Banqnet
Tuesd:ty, l\lay 12--Meeting of Engineering Facnlty
Wednesday, May 13Meeting of Student Affairs
Committee.
Thursday, 1\fay 14Pan-Hellenic Meeting.
Friday, llfay 15Superlntendent D. M. Pope of
Roswell at Assembly,
Alpha Chi Omega Banquet.
Alpha Delta Pi Banquet,
Department of Music Concert.
Saturday, liiay 10Chi Omega Patroness Bridge.
Kappa Kappa Gamma Tea.
Alpha Chi Omega Dance.

Two Records Broken and Several Others Approached as Meet Sways
from Team to Team. Arizona Wins on Track Events While
New Mexico Scores Heaviest on Field Events.
Visitors Win Relay in .Record :Cime.

Arizona evened the year's athletic record with New Mexico when
she won the annual track meet on Varsity Field last Saturday after
a close race down the last stretch. The Wildcat athletes· scored
The Sigma Chis defeated the Coroheavily in the dashes for an early lead, but the Lobos evened up
nado Club Thursday, the 30th, in a
things on the field events, and the last part of the contest was nip
play off game of play ground ball of
and tuck all the way until the last event came off. By winning the
the intt·a-mural series to determine
first and; second places in the javelin, which came ·in the list of
the ownership of the cup given to
field events, Arizona cinched the meet. King set a mark with the
the champions in tllat line of sport.
spear that is better than most marks of long standing, when he tossed
The Sigs apparently had the chamit out I 72 feet. The spear was slightly under weight though, so the
pionship all sewed up when the last
mark cannot stand as a Southwestern record. The meet was the
game of the regular serieS< came
most closely contested of any the schools have ever had.
along with the Coronado Club, as all
Two recorda were brolten, and
their contests had been one sided
omega Rho .... , ... , , , 3.
2 several others were closely apaffa,irs, but the Followers of the
Pi Kappa Alpha ... , , , , • 1
4 preached by the fast field of entries.
famous Spaniard put a crimp in their
Kappa
Sigma
,
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
o
5 Davis, Arizona, topped the hurdles
championship hopes when they handSigma Chi is not credited with the in 16 flat to break the old record of
ed tltem the small end of a 12-11 1\Ionduy, 1\fuy 18play-off game, as it did not connt 16.2 seconds, beating out Webb in
score. TI~at threw the teams into a
Closed Season Begins.
for points, but only for possession of a last moment lurch. The other rectie for first with four games won and
ord to fall was the m!le relay marl<
FJ!iday, 1\fay 20one lost apiece, malting necessary a
the cup.
of 3 min. 33.2 sec. which the AriFinal Examinations Begin.
final game to determine the posseszona team lowered to 3 min. 32.8
0
sor of the cnp awarded by the ath- Saturday, l\Iay 30sec. The W!ldcat relay team was
Decoration Day. No Classes.
TRACK LETTERS
letic department. Tbe score of the
practically the same which ran last
second game was Sigma Chi 7, CorAWARD ED TO year to brealt the record at that time.
onado Club 2.
ELEVEN ATHLETES The middle distance races were
'l'hP CtlP winners pil<>d up a to- rounds. Tug-o-wP ,., Spring tennis,
the thrillers of the day, . the 4 4 0,
tal or 87 scores dnring the tourna- and horse-shoe will be staged at the
S
S0 and mile being hotly contested.
ment to their OI>JlOnents 27, a very same time that baseball is being run Cooper Is Appointed Athletic In the 440 yd. dash Griffin, star
creditable showing,
The loss of off,' with the ached ule being arranged
Manager, and Ruoff Track Arizona quarter, won over Dud PhllC12yton, pitcher of the winning so that all the teams will be busy
Manager, for the Coming Sea· lips through the graciousness Of the
crew, was severely felt by them in each day. When laying off of basesons. Discuss Possibility of draw. Griffin was fortunate enough
the last two games, although Black ball the teams will be playing tile
Getting High School Grads to to draw the inside lane while Phlldid a good job of tossing the leather other games.
U. N. M.
lips was placed ln the outside one,
for the rest of the tonrnament.
The final standings are:
having to rnn around all the herd of
Baseball w!ll be the next tournaWon Lost
Eleven track letters were awarded runners on the corners, as they were
ment on the intra-mural program, Sigma Chi · · . · • · · · · · · · · 4
1 Monday night by the Athletic Conn- too closely bunched for him to fall
starting next week, and continuing Coronado- Club · · · • · · · · 4
1 cil and Ted Cooper was made Foot- in next to the pole, Griffin sprinted
until the teams have played the Independents • · · • · · · · · · 3
2 ball Manager ·for 1925 and Bob the distance in 52.6 sec. to wln by a
;;::,::,;;:::::::;=======~~==~=============== Rnoff Traclt llfanager for 1926. The scant two feet, The 880 was won
Connell also voted to give sweaters by Conley of Al'lzona with a yard
similar to those given for football, advantage over Bohlander of New
but smaller and with a smaller let- Mexico In the time of 2 min. 9 sec.
•A
ter, to the basltetball and track let- Bolander played the role of trailer
ter men this year.
all t11e way, but laid back too far.
---""'The tracl< letters were a warded to He was gaining fast at the end of
Casts Now Ready to Present Plays on Which Practice Has Been Had Arthur Brown, Robert Elder, Paul the race, but needed another ten
for Six Weeks. Ticket Sale in Hands of Fraternity
Bolander, Chester Russell, Frank yards to get out in front. Probably
Members Who Compete for Prizes.
Stortz, "Iggy" Mnlcahy, Jim Webb, the most thrilling m!Ie ever run on
Dudley ·Phillips, Tony Granito, and 'Varsity Field was the fight between
,
Conley of Arizona and Brown of the
A real treat to lovers of drama is promised when the Dramatic Lonls Hernandez.
The
Council
also
discnssed
the
Lobos,
which Conley won by a couple
Club presents its play, "The Miser," by Moliere Saturday night.
need
of
more
action
in
inducing
athfeet
on
the sprint In to the tape.
Moliere, whose life spans the years 1622-16 73, is considered one
letes
to
the
Univel·sity.
Arizona's
Houclt,
W!Idcat,
had led most of the
of the world's greatest writers of comedy, especially of char•acter
and
other
schools'
methods
of
indueway
until
Brown
sprinted around
•
"Th
M'
"
h
come d y, sue as IS
e tser.
ing
high
school
athletic
ability
was
him
on
the
last
quarter oclosely
In presenting this comedy, the Dramatic Club is offering to all
discussed,
Finances
of
athletics
tra!led
by
Conley.
Brown and Conlovers of good literature •an opportunity rarely seen in this count::ry,
were
examined
and
it
was
found
ley
came
breast
to
breast on the
of becoming acquainted with this famous writer through the medium
that
the
present
year
has
come
out
home
stretch
and
raced
in to the tape
of the stage, the only medium through which a dramatist can be
fairly
well
in
that
respect.
together.
really known and appreciated. ,The play is a costume affair, and
Franlt Stortz of the 'Varsity was
the actors have been chosen for their qualities of representing well
the
high point man of the day, He
their respective characters. "The Miser" is in five acts. It will be
preceded by a one-act play, "The
Cleante, his son-Mr. Lee Farr.
MIRAGE WILL BE
scored a total of eleven points. He
stepmothet·," by Arnold Bennett,
Valere, his steward-Mr. Bob ConREADY ON MAy 20 tied for first in the pole vault, won
the high jump, and took third places
famous English novelist, dramatist, lee.
the broad jump and low hurdles.
in
and essayist who is still living.
Master Jacques, his coachmanThe 1925 Mirage will be ready for
Conley
of Arizona was next with ten
The ticket sale for the play has cook-Mr, Otto Bebber.
distribution about May 20, according
La Fleche, valet to Cleante-Mr. to word received from the printer
been in progress during the past
weelc, representatives from each fra- Bob Fall.
(Continued on page 4.)
this weelt. It will be impossible to
ternity and sorority competing for
Master Simon, . a brolter- Mr. have the boolc ready by the tenth r.s
prizes which wlll be offered to the Francis Ebner.
was first announced.
STUDENTS MOVING
person selling the most ticltets. The
Frosine, an adventuress- Miss
This year's annual will eclipse all
OLD RADIO TOWERS
last play was a financial success, Dorothy Dunkerley.
previous boolts, It will contain apand it is proposed that this one
Marianne, a young girl, desired in proximately three hundred pages,
A considerable saving to the Unishall be also a financial success. An marriage by Harpagon and Cleante and will carry many campus fea- versity is being made in the tearing
extensive advertising campaign has -Miss Rosalie Furry.
tures and a large numbm• of pic- down of the old wireless tower and
been carried out, and there is every • A Magistrate-Mr. Louis Hernan- tures-campus views and the like. in the erection of the towel' over the
reason to believe that the hopes of dez.
The binding of the book is brown in new station site. Men in the departthe committee w!ll be J'eallzed.
M, Anselma, ·destined husband of color with the name of the purchaser ment are being employed to do the
The curtain will rise Saturday Ellse-Mt. Dana Todd.
written in gold, provided the first work which is supervised by the deevening at eight o'cloclt, The place
"THE STEPl\IOTil'ER"
payment on the annual was made In partment.
is the High School Audltol'inm.
Mrs. Prout, a uovel!st-Miss Fay the early fall.
The towers were erected over the
The casts of the plays are as fol- Strong.
Ellectrical Engineering building in
Christine, her secretary- Miss
the spring of 1922. Students assemlows:
Barber Nell Thomas.
"THE liUSER"
Bill Hardy, who was· a freshman bled the towers at' that time, but did
Harpagon, the ruiser-Mr. Owen
Adrian, her , stepson-Mr. Sam at tho University last year, Is ex- not raise them. It is planned to
"
Goodwin.
Marron.
pected to arrive here, accompanying have the towers erected by the stu·
Dr. Gardner, Iter flance-Mr. Bob
Elise, his daughter-Miss Zoe Madents this time,
"Blanco" and his track men.
Ruoff.
gonlgle.
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